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25th Anniversary celebrations begin
TIMES were tough for
motorcyclists in the ‘70s.
White or yellow bikes, red
or orange clothing when
riding, no pillions and
headlights on were some of
the unjust proposals.
But all this changed when
Hells Angels Secretary Ball
Bearing called a meeting
with Melbourne motorcycle
activitists Damien
Codognotto, Mark Connor
and Chris Stalwell.
Then on May 16, 1978, at
the St Kilda Inn the
Motorcycle Riders
Association was formed.
Thousands joined and the
rest is history ...
Read the full story inside.
Bent & Buckled Bikes Bureau: MRA members march down
Elizabeth Street, Melbourne in 1980.

Breaking down barriers
AFTER weeks of no rain, the skies finally
open and you're riding on a road slippery
with wet exhaust residue. A car lane splits in
front of you and next you're out of control
heading for the wire rope barrier (WRB).
Next you're either seriously injured or dead.
This is a scenario that most motorcyclists
at some stage of their riding life could easily
find themselves in. And the reason why the
MRA will fight to stop the installation of
more WRBs, and push for a safer alternative
on highway bends, said MRA President Alex
Money.
“A more suitable alternative to WRB's is
the concrete barrier, which allows the rider to
slide along the barrier, with less chance of a
right angle collision,” he said.
But instead of considering alternatives,
VicRoads revealed in January, it may install
WRBs on dual lane country roads with a history of high accident rates. A move designed
to stop head-on car crashes.
Mr Money said installing WRBs on
country roads is side-stepping the real issue
with head-on crashes.

“One of the major contributors to country accidents is driver fatigue, and I recommend that all road safety bodies concentrate
their efforts on this area of accident prevention," he said.
The MRA would be acting to ensure
adequate testing of all barriers takes into
consideration motorcycle rider risk assessment and damage potential.
“We are also concerned that MUARC
(Monash University Accident Research
Centre) has based its recommendations on
WRBs on overseas research and testing.
“Due to the extremely high per capita
accident rates in Australia, compared to the
rest of the world, I would prefer to have a
broader range of tests designed for our local
conditions,” Mr Money said.
VicRoads Road Safety Manager Eric
Howard said the state government was
committed to making roads safer for motorcyclists.
"But the dilemma is WRBs are so effective in reducing fatalities with other road
users and if we were to walk away from

May 17 & 18 MRA 25th
Anniversary Celebrations
begin.
Details next issue.
using WRBs we would have a very bad
effect on the road toll, so it is matter of balance," Mr Howard said.
He said the move to put WRBs on country highways had come from Sweden. “The
Swedes have had very effective results," he
said. “And we will look a trialing a section
of rural highway in Victoria.”
But Mr Howard assures the MRA that
WRBs would not be put on those roads that
are curved on popular motorcycle routes.
“We will look at what other alternatives are
available," he said.
However, concrete was not a suitable
replacement as tests had revealed these barriers were dangerous to cars, which are
thrown into the air on impact, Mr Howard
said.
A decision on the use of alternative barriers would not be made until late 2004,
when the federal government had completed an investigation, he added.
"And there needs to be a national
approach to research so costs can be shared
by all states," Mr Howard said.
*See page 5 for more news on Wire
Rope Barriers.

EVENT CALENDAR
MRA Quarterly General meeting
Date:
Details:

Saturday 1st March
Bell’s Hotel
157 Moray St, Sth Melb
* In order for a member to vote, they have to
have their membereship card with them. If you
have lost/misplaced your card, phone MRA on
9699 1811, or email mraa@rabbit.com.au

John Pigot Poker Run
Date:
Sunday, 9th February
Depart:
Greensborough
Time:
9am
(Mel 20 K1)
(* Further details see ride calendar page 4)

Big Bakery Biker Bash
Date:
Details:

Sunday, 23rd February
Marysville
10am to 8pm

Riders On The Storm Rally
Date:
28th Feb to 2nd March
Details:
Held by the God’s
Squad Christian MCC near Rubicon.
Gymkhana and bands.
Entry $13/$15.
Enquiries call Oscar 0419 616 162

MRA celebrates 25 years
MRA 25th Anniversary
Celebration
Weekend:

17 & 18 May

DETAILS TO BE ANNOUNCED

MRA Howqua Rally Revisited
At Sheep Yard Flat
(Further details TBA)
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
2003 is well and truly with us and I wish
you all a safe and prosperous New Year.
This year we will undoubtedly face many
new and challenging issues, not the least
being the governments’ escalation of WRB
installations. We are all aware of the
outrageous suggestion by MUARC’s Dr. Ian
Johnston that WRBs be placed down the
centre of country roads. It looks as if we will
have our work cut out to carry our protests on
this matter to the full extent of our capacity. I
welcome any suggestions on suitable action
we can employ in this area, let’s all get
together and voice our opposition to these
killers.
I wish to congratulate all of the tireless
workers within our organization who helped
make the 25th Anniversary Toy Run a
runaway success. I am certainly well aware
of the obstacles which had to be overcome
right throughout the year, resistance from
Councils, Vic Roads, Vic Police, as well as a
negative campaign by those who were keen
to see this, our premiere event fail dismally.
Our Events Committee, in conjunction with
the Williamstown MC revealed an
outstanding level of pure professionalism in
dealing with what at times seemed to be
insurmountable odds, to come up with a truly
unforgettable spectacle. I consider it a
highlight of my motorcycling life to have had
the ultimate honour to lead some 15000 riders
in procession from St Kilda Road to one of
the best venues I know, Commonwealth
Reserve, Williamstown. The fact that I was
privileged to carry our Toy Run Ambassador,
Sarah Jane was the jewel in the crown of a
perfect day and the culmination of hours and
hours of work by the greatest bunch of
volunteers anywhere in the world.
This year will see the MRA work closer
than ever before with Police and Road Safety
Authorities, in an effort to reduce the
motorcycle casualties across the state. The
recent Press Conference given by Assistant
Commissioner Ray Shuey and myself ruffled
a few feathers, but I see that as positive, at
least it got the attention which we desperately
need in our campaign. To those who came out
in opposition to the “Two Wheels, One Life”
campaign launched by Mr. Shuey and myself,
I would like to say … Watch This Space.
The November QGM saw the MRA Board
given a mandate to bring the reform
necessary to bring our Association into the
21st century. We are now able to execute our
responsibilities as our constitution dictates
and although we have had to endure
unconstructive criticism and public exposure
of confidential internal matters, I firmly
believe that the base has been put in place to
allow for sweeping positive changes to be
introduced.
The first of these changes saw the
November QGM conducted under the control
of a Chairperson and I thank Mr. Harry
Listoken for the most professional manner in
which he performed this most unenviable
task. I am sure that all who attended will
agree that it was refreshing to be involved in
a meeting more in keeping with proper
procedure. You are assured that future
meetings will continue to improve and allow
us to get on with the important issues of

attending to the business of concern to all of
us, not just a select few.
The time following the installation of the
current Board has not been easy, with the
need to continue with the day to day business
of the MRA, the hectic round of events, the
festive season, coupled with the task of
getting to know each other and our own
idiosyncrasies, as well as the need to settle
into a completely new lifestyle. Then just as
it is all coming together, we suddenly find we
are fast approaching another AGM and the
next election of office bearers. At least we
rest easy, knowing that the stage is now set to
continue with the foundation in place for the
MRA’s future.
Watch for the new generation of
management controls within the MRA: A
fully maintained office service with
professional telephone answering services
during business hours, a proper accounting
system, up to the minute computer system.
These are just a few of the advances to be
put into place in the coming weeks. We are
building an organization of which we can all
be proud, an organization which will be
recognized by the people we need to do
business with.
I thank all of you who have contributed to
the advances we have made over the past
months and look forward to working with
you for the benefit of the motorcycling
community as a whole.
Let’s continue to “Protect Our Right to Ride”
Alex Money
I would like to acknowledge and thank the
following Toy Run Sponsors:
• TAC
• Western QBE
Insurance
• Apex
• City of Casey
• Vic Roads
• City Link
• The Smith Family
• Victoria Police
• ABC Radio

• Radio 3AW
• Channel 10
• Race Marshalls
• Primo Smallgoods
• Sunicrust
Bakeries
• Egg Farmers
Direct
• City of
Hobson’s Bay
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Editorial
Roads are for cruis’n …
but if you’re serious about
speed’n
THERE are times when it all comes together on
a bike. You're cruising along a twisty mountain
road, it's a cool sunny day, and you effortlessly
glide through the bends …. you're in the flow.
But it could so easily go wrong as it did for a
30-year-old motorcyclist from Upwey who died
instantly on Sunday, January 5 on the Woods
Point Rd near Warburton. He was taking a lefthand bend and slid across the road into the path
of an oncoming 4WD vehicle. Another case of
too much speed combined with too little
experience? I wonder if this man had ever given
serious thought to riding at high speed - the sort
of speeds you can only do, with a certain degree
of safety - on a racetrack.
This biker's death, is just another reminder that
we now live in an age where speeding on the
road is very likely to kill you. Even 15-times
World Champion motorcycle racer, Giacomo
Agostini, who used the mountain roads of
northern Italy to perfect his racing skill long
before he ventured onto a race track, admits
times have changed for motorcyclists (see
interview on page 12). And definitely, the times
of a quick fang through places like the Yarra
Ranges or The Great Ocean Road are over.
The government's recent crackdown on
speeding means you now lose your licence for a
month if you go 25km/h over the speed limit.
While this tough stance on speeding targets all
road users, motorcyclists will need to be
particularly vigilant, as we all know it is very
easy to ride, especially on a big road bike, over
the speed limit. But I doubt the government is
going to give motorcyclists any leeway under
the new rules.
So if you're serious about speed and serious
about taking your riding ability to the next
level, why not try motorcycle racing. It is not as
expensive as you think, especially Post-Classic
and Forgotten Era racing. I was lucky enough to
purchase a 1972 model CB500F4 slightly
prepared for racing for $800. Other than
increasing the jets and running the bike on
AvGas, my best lap time was 2mins 14 secs in
the Island Classic at Phillip Island over the
Australia Day weekend. While Australian
500cc Post Classic champion Barry Ditchburn
clocked 1 min 54 secs in the same race, I don't
think I did too bad for a first timer. And the
entire weekend - the racing and the camaraderie
of all involved - was exceedingly good fun.
I'm sure there are quite a few of you who have
a pre 1980s Jap bike under a bed sheet in your
garage!
Yes, motorcycle racing is dangerous. Yes, you
will fall off but wearing protective gear, and
where there's nothing solid to run into and an
ambulance no more than a minute away,
speeding under controlled conditions is
relatively safe. Hope to see you speed'n on the
racetrack and cruis'n on the road.
Heather Ellis

Bikes galore at Toy Run 2002
Once at Williamstown the bikes are
welcomed by the locals who are out on
force lining the streets of Williamstown.
The parade finished at the Tenix car-park
where the Williamstown Motorcycle club
together with APEX volunteers helped
park the bikes. Presents underarm and
smiles on the
The first couple
face of every
of bikes turned up
motorcyclist
at St.Kilda Rd at
from throughout
approx. 8am. The
V i c t o r i a
early birds had
embarked on
plenty of time to
Commonwealth
enjoy a breakfast
reserve where
of sausages, eggs
the
Smith
and coffee, so very
Family had two
well
organised
trucks ready to
through the hard
accept the genwork by the volerous donations
unteers
from
from the motorAPEX.
cycle community. The trucks
The service road
soon filled to
was reserved for
the brim and
motorcycles only
additional space
and the colourful
was required.
mix of bikes,
The
record
trikes and scooters
number
of
against the green
12,000 motorbackground of the
cyclists
had
botanic gardens Santa and his mate Rudolf turn up on a Harley
guaranteed
a
and shrine ensured
everyone would have a good time. The record number of presents (25,000) for
police, APEX and MRA marshals were in the Smith Family to distribute to the
place to ensure all traffic management needy.
would happen without incident. The head
The Williamstown MC organised a full
of the parade located near Domain Rd
consisted of trikes, bikes with side cars day of entertainment, with bands until
and bikes with trailers, many had bright- 8pm, a special and vintage bike show and
ened up their bikes with festive decora- memorabilia auction. The weather turned
tions and plenty of presents strapped onto nasty in the afternoon with some rain that
pack racks, back seats, handlebars and quickly dispersed the crowd, however
those that stayed behind were entertained
tanks.
To my anguish and amazement we start- by some terrific music. The only question
ed to run out of space on St.Kilda Rd, only that remains is whether the MRA wants to
15 minutes before we leave, the bikes are keep this format for future years?
still rolling in. Quick, grab a couple of
The Lord Mayor of Williamstown (City
marshals, remove a couple of barriers
from one side of St.Kilda Rd and place of Hobsons Bay) has given the event the
them on the opposite side. So what if this thumbs up for future, the Williamstown
is not on the event management plan, we MC would like to have the event return in
have to close more road, quick grab a cou- 2003 and the Smith Family will support
ple of cops and tell them to direct traffic the event in the future. The question will
away from the art centre and concert hall. be asked at the February QGM and alterAll is well, we fill some gaps and now it is native suggestions may be put to the test.
time for the parade to leave. 11am and the
first group is off and running, the buzz is Marcel “Rubberduck” Gomperts
enormous and the 25th Toy Run is on the Event Co-ordinator
way. Police close off the side roads and Vice President
lead the 1st group via Alexandra Pde to the
Westgate freeway on their way to
Williamstown. There were a further two
groups to leave at varying times, each had
their own police and Race Marshals
Victoria escorts.
It had been a long nine months, however the hard work paid off when thousands of motorcyclists started rolling in
on Sunday, December 8, for the 25th
Anniversary MRA Toy Run. Marcel
Gomperts VP reports.

RIDE CALENDER QUARTERLY GENERAL MEETING
SOCIAL RIDES:
February 9
POKER RUN
Starts at 9am from Greensborough Park.
For further information ring Anton on
9699 1811
February 23
Catagory C
Ride to Bacchus Marsh. Leaves the MRA
office at 22 Ross Street, Sth Melbourne at
10am sharp. The route is from Ross St to
Melbourne Airport - Sunbury - Gisborne Bacchus Marsh for lunch. Please have a
full tank at the start and there will be stops
on the way. Ride Leader Eric Saunders.
March 2
Catagory A
Ride to Korumburra. Leave from Royal
Hotel opposite Railway Station next to flea
market at 9.30am sharp. Ride leader DJ
McCarthy
March 16
Catagory C
Ride to Flinders. Leave from the MRA
office at 10am sharp. Ride leader Anton
Lange
April 6
Catagory A
Ride to Broadford. Leave from the MRA
office at 10am sharp. Ride leader John
Crans.
April 20
Catagory C
Ride to Kyneton. Leave from the MRA
office at 10am sharp. Ride leader TBA.
FREQUENCY & CATAGORIES
For the next three months, there will be
two rides per month from now on.
Some start at Ross Street, while some will
start at other places, plus there will be rides
for those that have just recently started to
enjoy riding a motorbike but are hesitant to
go riding with a group of experienced
riders that seem to fly through corners at an
incredible speed.
So therefore, we have three catagories of
rides: A - B - C.
A: A ride for those who enjoy the
tight corners and open roads and do
maintenance on their carbies by
removing the cobwebs.
B: A ride for those who enjoy the
sights of our Australian country side in
a more sedate style in the company of
riders of the same interests and calibre.
C: A ride for those that have just
started off enjoying riding a bike and
want to gain more experience.

Date:
Saturday 1st March 2003
Time:
1:00pm sharp - 3:30pm finish
Location: Bell’s Hotel, Annie's Room, 157 Moray St, South Melbourne
All MRA Members and Visitors are welcome. Please sign in the Register Book
AGENDA
1. Welcome by the MRAA President
2. Welcome the Chairperson for the day.
3. Confirm Attendance Register list and
any proxies.
4. Apologies.
5. Minutes of QGM 23 November 2002.
6. MRAA Board Reports.
President.
Vice President.
Membership Secretary.
Treasurer.
Secretary.
7. Committee Reports.
Media Committee:
MRA Magazine Content &
Advertising.
Rides Committee:
Poker Run Sunday 9 February 2003.
Events Committee:
Volunteer's BBQ Sunday 9 February
2003.

25th MRAA Anniversary celebrations
during May 2003
Blood Challenge
Advocacy Committee:
Wire Rope Barriers updated report.
$50 Tax levy updated report.
Short Break (5 mins only)
8. Election for additional Board Members
2 vacancies.
9. General Business.
MRA member's Code of Conduct in
our community issue.
MRAA Business Plan - stage 2.
Items submitted from the floor
10. Set date for next Quarterly General
Meeting (suggested date Saturday 29
June 2003).

The Inaugural MRA Dr. John Pigot Poker Run
9am Sunday, February 9, 2003
Start: Diamond Creek Road Safeway Super petrol Mel Ref: 11 D7
Entry fee $20
This includes Poker Run Badge & BBQ Lunch. Starting Point Greensborough Park
Mel Ref 20 K1. Upon paying your entry fee, a badge and game card will be issued at the
starting point, an MRA Marshall will then write your name and club on the game card and hold
out a deck of cards from which you will draw one (1) card, this is your first Poker Hand card,
the MRA marshall will then write down and initial the poker card you have drawn, eg, Ace,
Jack, eight, king etc.
The same will occur at the three (3) following checkpoints and the last card to be drawn will
take place at the destination point (Cardinia Reservoir Park) of the Poker Run.
PRIZES AND TROPHIES TO BE VERIFIED
BEST POKER HAND – FEMALE RIDER – MALE RIDER
BEST POKER HAND – FEMALE PILLION – MALE PILLION
BEST CLUB ATTENDANCE & CLUB WITH BEST POKER HAND
RULES
THIS IS NOT A RACE
1. This event is not for those who treat our roads as racing tracks, the sole
purpose of this event is to make the public aware that motorcyclists are
responsible road users with the right to enjoy our roads. Any entrant who is
booked for a traffic offence wil be disqualified.
2. The best hands, according to the Penguin Book of Card Games, win
trophies.
3. In the event of more than one "best hand", the Chief Marshall will draw
the winner from a hat, incomplete or illegible game cards will be
discarded.

On Tour in the Yarra Ranges
THE first Yarra Rangers guided motorcycle tour organised by
the Yarra Rangers Shire has proved so popular, three more rides
will be held over this summer.
The Shire’s Road Safety Officer Mark McGuire said the fourhour rides, led by instructors from SMART Training, offer a
day where bikers learn safe riding practices such as braking,
cornering, throttle control, fatigue awareness, bike setup and
protective gear. Motorbike maintenance sessions could also be
planned for later in the year.

“The first ride was booked out with 25 riders,” Mark said.
Surprisingly, only one learner was on the ride, the majority had
some experience and one had been riding for 30 years, he said.
Mark said the ride days were developed in response to the
region’s disturbingly high number of fatalities and injuries
involving motorcycle riders.
Dates for the next three rides are 22 February, 6 April and
4 May.
To book a place on one of the rides phone Mark McGuire on
1300 368 333 or Email: markmcguire@yarraranges.vic.gov.au

Wire rope barrier fatality
FERNTREE Gully motorcyclist Toby
Noble, who died on November, 21 2002
after losing control of his bike and
plouging into a wire rope barrier on the
Burwood Highway, was a young p-plater
who had a reputation for being careful.
Toby 23, was coming home from work
early in the morning, riding slowly
(probably 40-50km/h). The road is a
savage left hand down-sloping curve that
appears to have a camber problem. There
are two lanes and Toby was in the inner
one.
We are not sure why Toby dropped his
bike and we know that he and his bike slid
at a fairly shallow angle across both lanes,
up a mountable gutter, across a small
median before he hit the WRB. By the
time Toby hit the post he would have lost
most of his (already low) speed. This
accident clearly illustrates that even at
slow speeds roadside posts are dangerous.
It is disturbing that the police insisted
that this was not a WRB fatality. The facts
only came to light because the MRA got
involved. This is now the second
documented WRB fatality. The first was in
Frankston and the original police report is
on the http://go.to/mc-research web site.
The police continue to insist the Frankston
fatality was not due to WRB. This makes
you wonder how many more fatalities
have been misreported.
The latest offering from Transport
ministers Peter Batchelor in this saga is to
put WRB down the centre of high-risk dual

Ride of Respect: Motorcyclists hold memorial at the wire rope barrier where Toby Noble
died on 21st November 2002. A protest ride to the ABC Southbank followed where riders listened to Transport Minister Peter Batchelor speak on WRBs.

lane roads in the country. This will just
lead to more motorcycle fatalities. For
more details the WRB Report spells the
dangers, costs and alternatives and is
available in the MC-Research file area and
the MRA egroup file area at
http://go.to/mraa.
Michael Czajka MRA member.

Checking in on the $50 levy
BLACK spot treatments and improved rider training are the first
areas to receive funding from the $50 levy on motorcycle registration.
VMAC (Victorian Motorcycle Advisory Committee) has agreed to
a range of areas to spend the $10.2million collected from about
90,000 motorcyclists during the next three years, said VMAC
Chairman Neil O'Keefe.
"We have allocated $3 million over the first three years for road
treatments on motorcycle Black Spot areas," he said."And there
will also be safety audits of popular motorcycling roads and we
will target ways to improve rider training."
VMAC is funded by VicRoads with all committee members, who
are volunteers, appointed by Transport Minister Peter Batchelor.
But the $50 levy, which has been collected from motorcycle registrations since October 1, 2002, has changed everything, Mr
O'Keefe said. "Riders are entitled to have their voice heard independently."
However, as all former committee members were re-appointed for
another 18 months last September, a new era for VMAC will not
dawn until March 2003 when their term finishes.
In the meantime, VMAC is advising the state government on the
following issues.
1. The $50 levy program and improving ways to communicate
directly with motorcyclists who are paying the levy.
2. The motorcycling component of the Arrive Alive Strategy.
3. The future transport needs of motorcyclists for the Melbourne
Metropolitan Strategy 2020.

The answer to
the question
in the last edition is:
James Bond’s Triumph

4. National coordination of motorcycling research.
5. The future of off-road riding in Victoria.
6. The "unrider" problem.
7. Quality of research projects and effective use of funding spent
on research projects.
Road works ($1.5M+).
Roads in 20 or 30 motorcycle specific accident locations will
be targeted. Most roads under consideration are in the country
areas. Road works include sealing shoulders and drives, line
marking, smoothing roads, resurfacing and fixing anything that
causes accidents. Each location was reviewed by VMAC
before being approved.
Rider Handbook
Rider representatives decided the handbook needed
redevelopment. (Cost is estimated to be $100,000 out of the
$50 levy).
Rider Training
Numerous rider trainers are involved in what amounts to a
review of the entire rider training process. This could be a farreaching issue with the potential to push towards a national
approach to motorcycle training.
Speculation
No, the $50 levy has not bought more speed cameras. No, the
$50 levy has not bought more police motorcycles.

Michael Czajka represents the MRA on the VMAC committee.

Giacomo Agostini returns to Phillip Island
on his MV Agusta
Words & Photo by Heather Ellis
Continuing our series of
interviews with famous
motorcyclists, this issue we
present Giacomo Agostini.
TWO
things
were
unforgettable at the Tenth
Annual Island Classic at
Phillip Island over the
Australia Day weekend,
guest-of-honour Giacomo
Agostini and the soul-stirring
sound of four MV Agustas.
The fifteen-times world
motorcycle
champion
Agostini "Ago" was last at
Phillip Island for the 1999
Island Classic.
And this time round, even in
the 44C heat on Saturday, the
60-year-old world champ
again thrilled the crowds by
riding several display laps on
one of four classic MV
Agusta 350cc and 500cc
racing machines.
It was a rare spectacle to see
Ago, along with three fellow
Italians ride these awesome
bikes between races during
the weekend.
Ago said he enjoyed riding on
the Phillip Island track, but it was a track that
could be tricky on an old bike- as his team
boss discovered. The pot-bellied Italian took
a spill on the Southern Loop - he was okay
and the MV Agusta just suffered minor fairing
damage.
The huge field of riders, more than 260,
competing in the Island Classic was a pleasant
surprise, said Ago.
"In France and the UK, classic racing is very
popular but not in Italy."
Ago's race career spanned from 1961 and
1977 and over the 16 years, he won 311
motorcycle races, mostly on the 350cc and
500cc MV Agusta. His wins of 15 World
Championships, 122 Grand Prix, 12 Isle of
Man TT's and 18 Italian championships has
understandably earned him the title of "most
successful motorcycle racer ever".
These days, Ago is retired and restricts his
motorcycling to mostly display laps at race
meets and leisurely rides through the Italian
Alps, but his natural talent for motorcycle
racing was obvious from the start of his
career. However, it was a talent that was
perfected from a very early age. Ago said he
rode his first motorcycle when he was only
nine.
"This bike was a 48cc Morini Bianco. And all
the time, I ride it on the road," Ago said.

Agostini was born in 1942, in Brescia in
northern Italy and the mountain roads with
endless twisties and hairpin bends were the
ultimate training ground for the budding
motorcycle racer.
"Always I train, I go very fast on the country
roads of Italy. Always the police, I have
behind me," Ago recalls, grinning at the
memory.
"But this was nearly 50 years ago and there
was not much control like now you know," he
said.
A few years later, Ago was riding in Enduro
events and then when he turned 18 he was
legally on the road on a Morini 175cc, a bike
he bought with his meager savings. And the
next step was the racetrack.
"I finish second on a private bike I buy myself
but after three races I won my first race. And
after that I win nearly every race," Ago said.
Ago said these days, aspiring champion
motorcycle racers start early by attending
motorcycle race training schools working
their way through production motorcycle race
events.
"Everyone starts out this way, it is much safer
than training on the road," he said.
In the later days of his race career, when
several friends were killed on the Isle of Man
TT circuit, which goes through villages, farm

land and over a mountain,
Agostini soon became an
advocate of safe riding on
public roads.
He then lobbied for race
organisers to exclude the Isle of
Man TT from the world title
competitions. Ago won ten TT
races between 1966 and 1972.
"I remember when I race my
first Isle of Man TT. It was very
very dangerous. "Every year,
we lost two or three friends in
this race," Ago said. "Then I
ask the organisers not to have
racing there any more."
Like Ago, a number of the
other top riders also turned
their back on the TT races
because they considered the 38
mile circuit too dangerous,
particularly the mountain
section. The TT lost its World
Championship status in 1976.
When Agostini announced he
would never race on the Isle of
Man again he had the full
backing of MV Agusta.
These
days
Ago,
still
occasionally returns to the isle
to ride display laps between
races and although the circuit
holds many sad experiences, he still says the
isle is one of the ultimate experiences in
motorcycle racing.
And while Australia has its fair share of
motorcyclists who insist of riding big road
bikes at high speed on public roads, it is also
a big problem in places like the European
Alps.
There is more and more traffic on the roads,
especially in summer and more police patrols,
and it is getting much more difficult to get
away with speeding, he said.

IN NEUTRAL
Drop in for a great meal

6 Murchison Street
Marysville
Ph: (03) 5963 3666
Web site: http://www.in-neutral.com

Roger Burns, MRA member and production
manager of this magazine found this 30 year
old photo of himself on his 1972 MV Agusta
750cc. In those days Bob Jane used to sell
them. We would like to publish old photos of
members & their bikes. Just email the photo
with a caption to: thedodger@tpg.com.au

Letters
SPIDER .... AND MOTORCYCLIST
HAVE LAST LAUGH!
A funny thing happened to me on
the way to work last week.
Actually the second funniest thing
that has ever happened to me.
I was sitting on the bike just outside
Colonial Stadium. I was heading
toward Lorimer St and the traffic
was backed up and stationary. I
couldn't lane split because of a container truck just in
front so I was sitting
there, arms folded,
toward the middle of
the two lanes.
I glanced at the car
beside me on my left. It was a black
Saab, top down, driver a business
type. He is pointing at my bike and
laughing. I looked down just in time
to see a large huntsman crawl slowly over the top of the screen and
jump onto the dash. I don't know
why but they always do that.
I think they sit near the radiator
and crawl out of the small vent in
the nose of the bike when it gets to
hot.
I did that chicken dance thing that
people do when they get ambushed
by a large spider and the guy in the
Saab pissed himself laughing at me.
That was his first mistake.His second mistake was being unaware that
I regularly chuck spiders off the
bike (I've had three this year). His
third mistake was forgetting that he
was in a convertible.
As I rode off he was standing beside
the Saab (having jumped out the
passenger side without opening the
door) peering nervously into the
back trying to locate the spider I
had thrown there.
Moments like that, moments when
the motorcycle Gods smile down on
you, are all too rare.
Clint Heinze
Melbourne

FULL OF HOT AIR
A man in a hot air balloon suddenly
realised he was lost. He reduced
altitude and spotted a man below.
He descended a bit more and
shouted, "Excuse me, can you help
me? I promised a friend I would
meet him an hour ago, but I don't
know where I am."
The man below replied, "You're in a
hot air balloon hovering
approximately 30 feet above the
ground. You're between 37 and 38
degrees South latitude and between
144 and 145 degrees East
longitude."
"You must be a motorcycle safety
advocate," said the balloonist.

Got a bike yarn you're itching to tell.
Want to share your thoughts on losing your rights as a motorcyclist!
The MRA Magazine welcomes your contributions. Just send stories,
letters or other submissions to
The MRA Magazine, 22 Ross St, South Melbourne VIC 3205 or
Email: The Editor, h.ellis@bigpond.com
* Letters may be edited for length and content reasons.
* Name and address must be supplied.

"I am" replied the man, "How did
you know?"
"Well" answered the balloonist,
"everything you told me is,
technically correct, but I've no idea
what to make of your information,
and the fact is I'm still lost.
Frankly you've not been much help
at all. If anything, you've delayed
my trip."
The man below responded, "You
must be the Victorian Minister for
Transport."
"Why yes I am" replied the
balloonist, "but how did you know?"
"Well" said the man, "you don't
know where you are or where
you're going.
You have risen to where you are,
due to a large quantity of hot air.
You made a promise which you've
no idea how to keep, and you expect
people beneath you to solve your
problems. The fact is you are in
exactly the same position you were
in before we met, but now somehow
it's my fault."
Name withheld.

IN DEFENCE
To the Editor, MRA magazine.
I was confined to bed on the day of
the last Quarterly General Meeting,
so could not attend and how sorry I
am that I could not stand in defence
of Damien. My family and I have
been associated with Damien for the
past 25 years and never has his
integrity or energy been questioned
as to his dedication to the MRA.
I was at the last AGM and voted
with the majority of the members
present to vote Damien to the
Events Committee. How convenient
for the committee that the minutes
of that vote have disappeared and
also the paperwork for the
monetary debt the MRA owes
Damien.
How many of the present committee
would commit themselves to the
Association like Damien did?
I was always proud to be associated
with Damien and still am. If it were
not for Damien, the MRA would not
exist today. I vote the committee
should be investigated as to their
integrity.
Barbara Harrison, Hon. Life
Member.
MRA Honary Life member Barbara
Harrison,76, has ridden around Australia,
including the Birdsville Track and is a well
known identity in Australian motorcycling
circles. Her son-in-law Kevin Polter describes
her as a feisty lady. We will feature an
interview with Barbara in the next edition of
the MRA magazine.

An open letter to all MRA Members
I have been accused, by the usual misguided
loudmouths, of making secret deals with Ray Shuey
and would like to present the facts as they stand. It is a
pity that some people seem to be mesmerised by the
diatribe that pervades the internet. Yes, I was invited by
Ray Shuey to address a Press Conference, not a "secret
meeting" with a view to coming up with a
Motorcycling Safety Campaign, and if you were to
read the report in its entirety, you would agree that I did
just that. Please note, it was I who was invited, not
Damien, nor anybody else and no secret deals were
made, nor inferred.
I am currently in the process of working with several
MRA members, who have the passion and expertise to
formulate a suitably professional campaign with the
desired impact to influence all road users as to the
vagaries of motorcycling. And yes, I welcome the
opportunity to work with the Victoria Police, TAC and
any other body to do what needs to be done, that is to
save the lives of fellow motorcyclists. At least we are
now privvy to what goes on behind the so-called closed
doors, doors which up to now have been locked to
representations by previous MRA officials. And yes, I
was elected to serve the motorcycling community, but
my charter and that of the whole MRA board is to
advance and improve the image of motorcyclists. I
believe that we are at last being heard by the decision
makers in authority. If I, or my colleagues do not fit the
image of the administration of old, I offer no apologies,
I ask you to reserve your judgement of our current
actions until you know all the facts. Were we elected to
take the MRA into the 21st century, or are we required
to adopt the ineffectual pseudos political thuggery of
those who simply sit back and criticise, with no offer of
real acceptable alternate suggestions? Base criticism,
without any constructive alternative is no way to
achieve any reform, and reform is what is needed in the
realm of lobbying today, if we wish to make a
difference.
I do not want to deter anyone from contributing to
the input on any project in which the MRA becomes
involved, in fact I welcome all contributions, but we,
the board cannot condone the destructive, destabilising
actions and comments from tiresome individuals with
misguided, uninformed views and self-serving
agendas, whose sole purpose appears to be to grab the
limelight for themselves, at any cost and destroy the
MRA.
I will not enter into debate with those who would
seek to take the MRA back into the morass of its former
self, it would serve no real purpose. I will however
employ every ounce of my energy, as will the rest of
your elected officials, to further the interests of this
organisation.
Finally, I would ask you to reflect on the successes
of recent times, our Toy Run management and planning
was denigrated from the very start by those who now
condemn our current strategic alliances, we now know
beyond any doubt, that our actions and policies were
correct, as a result we had the most successful event in
our history. If, after taking all this into account, your
decision is not to support us in our cause now, then so
be it, but I ask you to consider this, "you can't bring
about change from the outside," and at last the MRA is
in the loop where we can influence changes to the
system. Taking the old worn out line of "Establishment
Bashing" will only reult in us being locked out of any
worthwhile discussions, as evidenced in the past. To
those of you who have tried to send me emails, I wish
to advise that I have been forced to join many others
and withdraw from the IT area, to avoid unwanted
harassment, abuse and spam/nuisance mail. It is
regrettable that many of you have been precluded from
contacting me personally because of the irrational
behaviour of a minority, but my family and I will not be
subjected to the whims and fancies of anyone who
takes part in any form of poisonous attack. May I
suggest that you contact me through the MRA, where
we can vet the incoming correspondence as required.
Alex Money.
President.

Revolutionaries: Damien Codognotto, Mark Connor and Chris Stalwell revisit the St Kilda Inn.

Photo: Roger Burns

Fired up for freedom
The MRA turns 25
This year marks the 25th anniversary of the Motorcycle
Riders Association Australia. How did it all start? What were
the major achievements and where are we heading?
Words by Heather Ellis
Photography by NMC
The MRA was conceived, probably along with a number of
today’s younger motorcyclists, at the December 1977 Hells
Angels rock concert/biker bash held on the club’s Broadford
property and attended by more than 5000 bikers.
But it was six months later that three blokes called a meeting at
a pub in Melbourne and the Motorcycle Riders Association was
formed.
To get to that point, first we must go back to the concert where
Hells Angels Secretary Ball Bearing had invited Melbourne
motorcycle activists Damien Codognotto, Chris Swalwell and
Mark Connor to the back stage tent.
While music, played by some of Australia’s best rock bands,
pumped outside, the four sat down, the air slightly hazy with smoke,
and most likely, a bottle of Bundy OP Red Label on the table.
“Bearing started saying we all had some good ideas in the letters
that we had been writing to the press,’’ Damien said.
“We were all pissed off with the way riders were being treated
by the system.”
“But because Bearing was from the Hells Angels, the press
wouldn’t listen to what he or any of the other Hell’s Angels
members had to say on the subject. They also didn’t want to get
involved,” he said.

Bearing had suggested the three start an organisation to do
something for motorcyclists – to protect their rights.
Chris said he and Mark had both briefly met Bearing before the
Broadford concert and already had an idea of his plans.
“He had asked us to be at Broadford to give a talk and to get
people to sign a petition against the government trying to
introduce lights on legislation, and the compulsory wearing of
white or yellow helmets and jackets,” Chris said.
“Over a 1000 signatures went on that petition.”
Damien recalls how the three had been moved to write letters,
mostly to Australian Motorcycle News and the now defunct Revs
magazine, not just because of restrictive legislation but also
because of the horrendous road toll.
The road toll for all Victorian road users stood at about 1200 a
year “and nothing was being done about it,” Damien said.
“Back in the ‘70s, poorly designed brakes and tyres didn’t help.
“But with all the talk on how to reduce the road toll, no one
cared about motorcyclists – we were just dirty filthy riders.”
“At that time, motorcyclists didn’t have a voice in parliament
and it was badly needed,” Chris said.
However, this was all about to change. On the 16th May, 1978,
after several months of planning, Damien, Chris and Mark and a
bunch of other bikers, met at the St Kilda Inn, a pub on the corner
of Barkly and Grey streets, and the MRA was born – the name
penned by Mark.
“We wanted something middle-of-the-road for all
motorcyclists,” Mark said.
Ideas on how to form the MRA, its aims and its constitution had

been sourced from similar organisations in the US and the UK .
“I’d been following the US group ABATE (A Brotherhood
Against Totalitarian Enactments), a group sponsored by Easy
Rider magazine and run by a mob of Harley-owners but they
represented all riders,” Chris said.
There was also another motorcycle politics group on the scene
at the time - FAM (Federation of Australian Motorcyclists).
“But there was a perception that they were political servants and
were trying to set up their own department within the transport
department,” Chris said.
At first, the trio decided not to reinvent the wheel and made
moves to form the Victorian branch of the AML (Australian
Motorcycle Liberationists).
“But these guys were into burning helmets on the steps of
Parliament House and we didn’t want to be that radical,” Damien
recalls.
Chris adds the Victorian members also wanted to be
independent to carry out their own initiatives. Then at a meeting
with the AML leaders in Albury in 1978, Chris said they realised
they would always be treated as second class citizens if they
became a branch of the AML.
“So the members said stuff ’em.”
At that first St Kilda Inn meeting on 16 May 1978, it was agreed
the MRA would have three simple aims:
1. TO WORK FOR ROAD SAFETY.
2. AN IMPROVED IMAGE FOR MOTORCYCLISTS.
3. FAIR AND SENSIBLE LEGISLATION
The slogan “let those who ride decide” was also adopted from
the US group ABATE.
When word got out a new motorcycle organisation, dedicated to
protecting the rights of motorcyclists, had formed, hundreds signed
up and thousands offered their support.
By September 1978, the MRA had organised its first protest ride
against the 80km/h pillion speed limit. Attended by about 2000
bikers, the protest caused the state government to rethink its ideas
on motorcycle road safety.
Motorcyclists claimed the 80km/h speed restriction left them
open to being rear-ended by car drivers or forced off the road. A
claim the State Government later agreed had “some justification”.
Damien said the 80km/h pillion law was chosen as the MRA’s
first protest because it was “an obviously wrong and unjust law.”
“We knew we could beat this law and in doing so we would win
credibility,” he said.
“We needed to show that we were a body who could be effective
because there was such a defeatist attitude amongst
motorcyclists,” Mark added.

By May 1, 1979, the state government had abolished its 30year-old pillion speed restriction. But the MRA held another two
protest rides – one in December ’78 and another in March ’79
which saw about 2000 motorcyclists ride over the West Gate
Bridge to Geelong, before the law was finally changed.
At the time there were 40,000 licenced motorcyclists in Victoria
and no biker organisation had ever influenced the government to
change the law.
“I had Jeff Kennett on the back of my bike on that last protest,”
Chris said.
“He was just the local MP for Burwood and it was the first time
he had been on the back of a bike and he was really enthused.
“Kennett said the government would have to listen to us after
that protest.”
Basking in the success of the pillion protest and impending
change to the law, the MRA now turned its attention to charity
work combining this with social events for motorcyclists.
The recent protests had proved motorcyclists were united and
organised and positive media coverage had also caused the public
to rethink its opinion of bikers.
The first charity event was the MRA Blood Challenge with a
swap meet held in South Melbourne in November, 1978, kicking
off fundraising efforts. A small admission fee of $2 raised $515 for
the charity.
The mood, buoyed by a sunny day and live music from “The
Jivers”, must have been quite something. For the motorcycle
community had proved it was not going to let their rights be taken
away or be controlled by restrictive laws. Yes, it must have been
quite a celebration as bikers sold their old bike parts to others
eager for their rusted cast-offs.
With the local media happy to publicise the Red Cross Blood
Challenge and the swap meets because of the charity angle, the
MRA’s second aim to improve the image of motorcyclists was
now in full swing.
Their fundraising efforts for charity had proved to be an
effective method to promote riders as a caring and responsible part
of the community, which in turn was to later force politicians to
sit up and listen.
At this time, most media reports on motorcyclists were about
accidents usually with the article subtly blaming the motorcyclist.
Other reports were related to rowdy and drunken behaviour
particularly at biker gatherings such as Bathurst, where news
stories detailed how “60 police reinforcements moved in and
began making arrests amid a hail of beer cans, stones and bottles.”
With no good news, it was understandable the public had
developed a negative feeling towards bikers. A fact that the state
• Continued on page 10

Left: Detlef Lamp and pillion carry an MRA flag in the
80k Pillion Law Protest Run to Geelong.

1978: The first MRA
Toy Run in Australia
was held at the
corner of Spring and
Lonsdale streets in
Melbourne.
Pictured are MRA
Santa, George Hortin
with Melbourne Hells
Angels Secretary
Ball Bearing.
1983: The MRA Recovery Unit at the 1983 Bike Oz Rally. The
truck travelled to rallys across Victoria handing out flyers,
selling memberships and bringing broken bikes homes

government appeared to use to legitimise
their quest to discourage motorcycling on
Australian roads.
To further promote the work of the MRA
and to vent their dissatisfaction against
recently passed and proposed legislation,
the Hells Angels dedicated the December
1978 rock concert held on their Broadford
property to the protection of motorcyclists
rights.
A gathering of more than 6000 bikers
were entertained by the likes of Cold
Chisel, Jo Jo Zep and the Falcons, and Jim
Keys Band .
At the end of 1978, bikers were faced
with a proposed law to have headlights on
during the day and no modifications to
bikes. The recently passed law that limited
learner and provisional riders to bikes with
250cc and under capacity. Also, there was
the outrageous proposal, that all
motorcyclists wear bright yellow or orange
vests, helmets and bikes. And the yet to be
abolished pillion law.
Unbelievably, the government had also
Chris Swalwell. One of the founders of the
suggested
that pillions be banned from
MRA, in North East Victoria on the way to
motorcycles altogether!
the 1978 Clubman Rally on the Murray.
“It seems to put the government’s nose
out of place to see too many people who do
not conform to the “norm” of society,” said
Ball Bearing, who shared his thoughts on
the
tightening
of
government control in
the Nation Review
December 1, 1978. “We
quote 1984 quite often.
It’s clearly here now,”
Bearing said in this
story.
A
year
later,
motorcyclists were still
fighting this proposed
legislation and it wasn’t
until the MRA organised
a protest to Canberra
over the Australia Day
weekend in 1980 that
the government gave up.
MRA founder, Chris Swalwell pillions a young State
More
than 10,000 bikers
Backbencher, Jeff kennet on the 80k Pillion Law protest Run
from as far as Western
to Geelong.
Australia joined the ride
to the steps of Parliament House where
organiser Damien Codognotto handed a
petition to politicians.
“The 10,000-bike run showed what you
could do if you got united,” Damien said.
“That protest shocked everyone,
particularly the media who realised we had
a story to tell.”
As yet the MRA had not held a Toy Run.
The first was on the weekend after the
Hells Angels Broadford Concert on 9th
December 1978.
The Toy Run in Melbourne’s CBD
received wide-spread media attention
which as well as highlighting the need for
toys for under-privileged kids at Christmas,
also boosted the image of motorcycling in
the eyes of the public.
“When we walked into a government
meeting and said we wanted changes, we
now had a moral power that meant they
1997 Toy Run, Swanston Street.

listened to us,” said Damien.
“In those early days, it was how we got
our foot in the door.”
The MRA was now on a roll and in the
same month, the association held its first
blood donor day with 205 bikers turning up
to donate a pint to the Red Cross.
Continuing with raising money for the
Red Cross, they then raised over $1400 for
the Red Cross March Appeal at their Bike,
Van, Wagon Rally.
In May, 780 people attended a screening
of the first Mad Max film, which raised
$1007 for “The Silent Night Appeal” for
blind and deaf children.
And while many MRA members were
busy with charity work, others were
regularly meeting with government
officials calling for change, especially to
reduce the road toll.
“Back then riders didn’t have the benefit
of pre-licence training and the MRA were
certainly instrumental in achieving that,”
said Chris.
“We pushed long and hard.”
In July, a Junior branch of the MRA was
formed and it began holding regular rider
education days for children and unlicenced
off-road riders, mostly teenagers.
Then in September, one of the most
helpful services for injured motorcyclists,
was developed – the 4B’s. The Bent &
Buckled Bikies Bureau had about 52
trained volunteers, who went into
Melbourne’s hospitals to offer moral
support, contact relatives, help with bike
recovery and storage, offer advice on
services such as legal, insurance claims and
government benefits. They also arranged
visits by other motorcyclists and supplied
magazines and books from the MRAs new
library.
“We were the first group who went into
hospitals and helped people get over an
accident,” said Damien.
As well as helping bikers who were often
depressed by their injuries, the 4B’s were
also collecting “suitcases” full of statistics
on motorcycle accidents,” he said.
“But all that work is not being done
today.”
The 4B’s were eventually absorbed into
the VicRoads Road Trauma Support Team.
The same year, the MRA entered a float
in the Moomba Parade, held “Breakfast On
The Yarra”, and a Poker Run with 200
bikers hoping to be dealt a hand that would
win them the $25 first prize!
1979 was also the year, the association
went national adding an extra “A” for
Australia and was now called the MRAA.
However, the “A” mostly remained silent
and the group continued to be referred to as
the MRA in motorcycling circles.
In the following years, the MRA pushed
for footpath parking. And Melbourne’s
Lord Mayor Trevor Huggard, an advocate
for the use of motorcycles as an
environmentally-friendly
form
of
transport, saw to it that footpath parking
was made a State law.
• Continued on page 11

Organiser, Julian Butler marshals a very wet 2nd Oz GP Run down
the South Eastern Freeway to Phillip Island.

Dave and Lisa Dorman were prime movers in the Geelong MRA
Register in the early 80s. ‘Rebel’ Register’s big events were the
‘Great Ocean Road Poker Runs’ and the ‘Motorcycling Is Magic’
rallies. Today Dave owns Procycle in
Mercer Street, Geelong.

1992 Blood Challenge.

The MRA also pushed and got street centered motorcycle
parking in Melbourne’s CBD and had the council use a non-slip
surface for manhole-covers on city streets.
In 1981, the MRA held its inaugural Bike Show attended by
about 10,000 people at Melbourne’s Camberwell Civic Centre.
Then a few members, most likely over a bottle of Bundy one
night, came up with the idea of touting a 1.5m koala bear across
Victoria. And DK, the MRA mascot, arrived on the media
scene. The leather-clad koala was taken on a two-week tour –
quite a novel way of recruiting members and gaining publicity
– but one that worked.
The MRAs famous Howqua Rally was a highlight from 1978
to 1985, when more than 3000 bikers would ride through mud
and snow to reach Sheep Yard Flat at the base of Mt Bulla every
Queens Birthday weekend.
In 1984, the heady days of success had reached its peak, and
the MRA had 16,000 members and an office staffed by
volunteers in Elizabeth St – the heart of Australia’s
motorcycling culture.
In 1989, regular ride days were held at Calder and Sandown
car racing tracks which gave motorcyclists the chance to
participate in minor races and test ride a contingent of the latest
model motorcycles on the market under controlled conditions.
Damien said the MRA was successful because it was formed
out of need.
“Motorcyclists were being really victimised, the times were
horrendous. Everyone was against us. If you crashed your bike
because a car driver pissed as an owl drove into you, the bike
rider would be charged with dangerous riding,” Damien said.
Despite government legislation continuing to chip away at
motorcyclists rights, membership went into decline in the late
‘80s and into the ‘90s.
The new millennium saw members dwindle further.
“The problem, said Damien, “is apathy and the selfishness of
our society.”
“Back in those early days none of us realised the MRA would
ever go as far as it did,” Chris said.
But the motorcycle community is still a minority, and
motorcyclists are still seen by the government as nonconformists, he added.
“And just like then, today the price of our freedom is still
constant supervision otherwise we could wake up and they’ve
stuck microchips in us,” Chris said.
“Perhaps it is time for us all to get back in there because the
worst is yet to come,” Mark added.
“It is time to get active again.”

If you want to pay your respects to 25 years of the
MRA, the St Kilda Inn is on the corner of Barkley &
Grey Streets, St Kilda. Ph 9534 7927.

Ronnie MRA member 1980.
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ROAD hazards such as potholes, loose gravel and road
debris are the bane of a motorcyclist’s life.
Many riders returning from
the Phillip Island Grand Prix
reported running into potholes,
which are significant causes of
motorcycle
accidents
on
Australian roads. Victorian
Motorcycle Case Control Study
reported that road surface
actively contributed to the accident in 15% of cases studied.
(VicRoads Motorcycle Notes,
No. 4 July 2000).
Unfortunately, the law about
maintaining highways is unsatisfactory. Australia has inherited a law referred to as “The
Highway Rule” from England.
It evolved from the concern that
the counties of England could
not afford to maintain the myriad of roads in their area which
horses and carriages travelled
along.
Counties therefore became
free from any responsibility to
maintain roads.Where they
failed to perform any repairs
(called ‘non-feasance’) they did
not have to pay any compensation for damage or injury
caused. This law applied to
Australia and covered all local
councils and VicRoads in
Victoria.

Victorian Government stopped
the High Court decision from
having any effect by passing on
a new law re-instating the
Highway Rule. The current
position still remains that a
highway authority can be sued
for poor performance but not for
non-performance.
However, the Transport
Minister Peter Bachelor, stated
that this old rule would only be
effective until 1 July 2004, in
order to give the Government
“breathing space” in which to
introduce new legislation covering road maintenance. This new
law will introduce guidelines to
be followed by the road authorities. These guidelines would
not be legally binding, but may
be taken into account if the
authority is accused of negligence. Whether these new proposals will make any real
change to the road conditions
for motorcyclists remains to be
seen.
For the time being, however,
road authorities cannot be sued
for failure to maintain roads at a
certain standard, and potholes,
loose gravel and other debris
will continue to pose serious
risks for motorcyclists.

Michael Lombard
Transport Accident
Division
The Highway Rules does not Holding Redlich
mean that authorities can be Lawyers
sloppy in their construction of
roads, however. If the council
or VicRoads built a road and left
a hole or left a road in an unsafe
state during construction without proper warning signs, they
would have to pay for any damage or injury caused.
In 2001, the High Court effectively overturned the ‘Highway
Rule’ by saying that each situation needed to be looked at individually. If there was negligence, then the council or highway authority was responsible.
Last

year

(2002),

the

Piston Broke are the new kid
on the block amongst
Melbourne’s
motorcycle
wreckers.
Owners Paul Landman and
Justin Ritchie, a qualified
motorcycle mechanic said
they were flicking through a
bike mag one day when they
saw a wreckers for sale in
Sydney and thought – “why
not let’s buy it.”
Surprising them both, their
offer was accepted and a
couple of weeks later they
were
unpacking
three
shipping
containers
in
Bayswater, Melbourne.
“We specialise in parts for
late model road bikes but can
source parts for just about
any bike,” Paul said.
Open from 4pm to 6.30pm
(sometimes later) and 9am to
2pm on Saturday, Piston
Broke suits those who work.
Any other time, just leave a
message and the guys will get
back to you.
Mail order is also fast

becoming a major part of the
business, Justin said.
Even though London Rd is
tucked away in Bayswater’s
industrial area, Paul said it
didn’t
take
long
for
motorcyclists to find them.
“We’re in an area of the
Eastern suburbs that doesn’t
have a bike wreckers,
especially one for big road
bikes,” Justin said.
The guys say their prices are
very competitive “because
we know what the prices are
in the industry,” Paul said.
So if you’re after a particular
part to repair your bike or
searching for that hard-to-get
part for a project bike, the
guys will do their best to
source it for you. Just give
them a call.

Piston Broke
Unit 2/ 2 London Drive
Bayswater
Ph: (03) 9762 2128

MOTORCYCLING
ON RADIO
AND TV
3AW 1278AM
“On Ya Bike” with Alex Money,
Saturday 10pm

3AK 1116AM
Motorcycling with Neale Brumby,
Saturday 9am

Channel 31
“In Pit Lane” Tuesday, 9.30pm
“Two Wheel Torque” with John Beckley,
Wednesday at 7.30pm

Legal Help
The MRA recommends the following accredited personal injury
lawyers who are experts in transport accident claims. They will give
initial phone or in person advice without costs and will visit you in
hospital if required.
Tim Connor
Solicitor
Level 3
Suite 309/370
St Kilda Road
Melbourne
Ph: 9686 6277

Michael Lombard
Holding Redlich
Lawyers &
Consultants
350 William St
Melbourne
Ph: 9321 9764

Grace Placencio
Ph: 0438 417 527

Victorian Motorcycle Safety Strategy
A BIKER and not a bureaucrat could
complete the Victorian Motorcycle Safety
Strategy 2002 -2005.
The MRA's representative on VMAC
Michael Czajka has proposed to VMAC
that an external motorcycle aware
consultant completes the strategy.
“Vic Roads were doing this strategy
in-house. It was obvious that Vic Roads
did not have the necessary resources or
in-house expertise to complete this
strategy,” he said.
The committee would vote on his
recommendation at the next VMAC
meeting in February.
“It appears this proposal has the
support of all motorcycle members of
VMAC, he said.
Funding ($40,000) would come from
the $50 levy. “As this strategy is likely to
drive the safety effort in Victoria for the
next few years, it is highly desirable that
it brings together as many sensible safety
ideas as possible while providing strong
rationale for any intended action.
“And I believe this is the most
important item on our agenda this year,”
he said.

$50 LEVY
ISSUES OF
CONCERN
Research
MUARC (Monash Accident Research
Centre) has put a proposal for $1M to
create a riding simulator.
Michael said riders want more defensive
rider training, which is something a
simulator would be good for.
“But I think $1M is a bit steep. MUARC
says they need to identify the issues with
a simulator. Most riders agree that we
already know what the issues are. We
doubt that a physical simulator is
necessary,” he said.

“The bulk of the $1M would go on
hardware.” However, Michael said it
would be a lot cheaper to use the TAC's
Drive Smart CD, which could be
modified to be more relevant for
motorcyclists.
CD training simulator
A virtual approach to defensive riding
(simulation) is the only way we can
reasonably put riders in a dangerous
situation without risking injury, Michael
said.
“A home computer based simulator puts
millions of Australians within reach of
any defensive driving program (disks cost
about $1 each). Even better is the
possibility that we can also train drivers to
be more aware of motorcyclists … and it
has the potential of being enjoyable!!!
You can do it at home. You can do it any
time you like.”
“We see the potential, so VMAC have
authorised a preliminary study to identify
what is possible. Preliminary studies are
not very expensive so we have very little
to lose,” he said.
Vulnerable Road User Officer at
Vic Roads
“I was reading my meeting notes at
VMAC when I noticed the above title,”
Michael said.
“VRU's are motorcyclists, bicyclists
and pedestrians. I wonder why they did
not tell us? I am waiting to find out how
this officer will improve motorcycle
safety.”
Michael Czajka
VMAC MRA rep

FRONT
NUMBER
PLATES
THE latest National Road Safety
Strategy update recommends front
number plates. In an outcome that
ignores
five
specialist
rider
submissions by Australia’s peak rider
groups (none of which was about
excessive speeding), the update
recommends front number plates as a
way to reduce speeding motorcyclists.
Speed is the only motorcycle
recommendation in the strategy.
To address this lack of a motorcycle
specific safety interventions, peak rider
groups have asked for a National
Motorcycle Safety Strategy. Riders feel
a piece-meal approach with a “carcentric” focus is the reason riders keep
dying.
The five key strategies as identified
by riders were: Unriders, Motorist
awareness, Roadway characteristics,
Driver/Rider
training
and
an
Appropriate focus on speed.
The MRA argues and can show
how speed was incorrectly attributed in
many accidents. You can find all five
reports on the AMF (Australian
Motorcycle Federation) web site at:
http://au.groups.yahoo.com/group/AMCF
Michael Czajka VMAC MRA rep

Garner’s Motorcycle Hire
Extensive range of hire bikes including
motorcycle trailers.

10% OFF
FOR MRA MEMBERS
179 Peel Street
North Melbourne

9326 8676

Fire damage at Peter
Stevens Motorcycles
A SHORT circuit after a computer was left on was blamed for a fire in
the Elizabeth Street, Melbourne, HQ of Peter Stevens Motorcycles on
December 15.
The upstairs accessories section of the popular motorcycle outlet was
destroyed at around 9pm on the night. The damage bill was estimated at
$4 million. However the adjoining Harley Heaven store and the ground
floor motorcycle section was untouched by the blaze.
Let this be a message to you all - don’t leave computers on over night!

A Harley Davidson motorcycle like this one was untouched in a blaze
that destroyed the Peter Stevens HQ up-stairs accessories section.

HINTS AND TIPS
FOR
MOTORCY CLISTS
(A .D. 1912)
Motorcycle maintence Part 1:
Sourced by Ole fart.
1 . C A R R I A G E O F S PA R E
PA R T S
Spare plugs should be kept in wood cases,
and always be provided with new washers
and their proper terminal. It is nearly
always impossible to detach the old washer intact.
Spare valves should be carried in a wood
case or have an old cork threaded on the

stem, against which the spring can be compressed, and the cap and cotter inserted.
The whole should then be wound with
thick rag, to avoid scratching of the ground
bevel edge.
All small items, especially ignition spares,
should be packed with wadding in small
tin boxes-an emptied tyre outfit box will
do. A rubber band will keep the box closed.
Nuts, washers, etc, should be treaded on
wire.
Spare leather belts should not be carried
“naked” as the oil in them will collect dust,
and they will want cleaning and dressing
before use. They should be stored in proper cases.

en route. It is best carried in a Japanese
basket lined with American cloth; the camera should be swathed in silk, and well
padded with wadding before being laid in
the basket, and attached to the carrier. A
heavy camera with shoulder straps is an
abomination.The best camera for motor
cyclists is a quarter-plate pocket instrument on Kodak lines. Films are preferable
to plates, being lighter and safer. If chemicals are taken, they should be tabloid.
Develop an exposure otherwise you may
overlook some mishap to the shutter or
bellows.
I will have some more usefull tips for the
enthusiast with the next magazine.

2.
CAMERAS
A large camera should only be taken when
it is proposed to stop some days at a place

Keep your derriere in the saddle and your
plus-fours clear of the exhaust.

POLICE GIVE ANTI-THEFT ADVICE
LOCKING your motorcycle to a solid object is a good idea says Bob Stalk,
Inspector of Victoria Police Road Safety Task Force.
"But the obvious thing is where you leave your bike. Try to leave it in a well light
and secure area and not leave the keys in it because people do this on occasions," he
said.
Insp. Stalk, who is also in charge of the Victoria Police Special Solo Unit, said if you
do lock your bike to something, just make sure it is not causing problems to other
people's property.
So something like a 100-year-old wrought iron fence in Toorak is not appropriate.
A padlock through the front disc is another good option as are immobilisers.
"But just remember, a padlock through the disc doesn't stop someone from picking
up the bike and putting it in the back of a ute," Insp. Stalk said.
For home security there is the old D-bolts in the garage floor trick.
"I know someone who owns a Harley Davidson who does this. It seems a bit
extreme but it helps him sleep at night," he said.
Off-road bikes, which usually don't have rego, are also a favorite of thieves.
"Without rego, the bike is more undetectable when it has been stolen;" he said.
Insp. Stalk said another idea is to lock trail bikes to your trailer because bikes are
also stolen off trailers when parked. "Often the bikes are just secured with tiedowns."
Insp. Stalk said overall across Victoria, theft of all vehicles has dropped significantly
in the past 12 months.
Part of the reason, are the new dedicated units targeting the theft of motor vehicles.
These units investigate thefts, check out vehicles at auctions and regularly visit panel
shops plus they have the identities of known motor vehicle thieves, he said.

BEG, BORROW, STEAL & SELL
FOR SALE
I am a current member of MRA
who has had very extensive surgery and am now unable (usually)
to ride my BMW, so I’d like to
advertize it in the next newsletter:
1985 BMW R65 (650cc boxer
twin), reg & RWC, workshop manual, 52,000 kms, factory ULP,
recent new cast iron front disc,
new regulator and diode plate,
new timing chain and gaskets,
serviced by Phil at K&R (Vic.
Police service agents). $3500.
Contact Douglas Kidd
(03) 9481-7365 after 6pm any day
MRA Toy Run badges and T-shirts.
email: mraa@rabbit.com.au

a members’ free service

For motorcyclists who ride deserted country
roads at night alone, a new crash detection/anti-theft device from NRMA could save
your life. For city bikers, the anti-theft properties could be a godsend.
Words by Heather Ellis

THERE are pitfalls to owning a motorcycle that has cost
you around twenty grand.
Worry lines and possibly a
touch of paranoia from stressing about losing it.
Yes, there is insurance but
that doesn’t replace the bike
you’ve bonded with.
Out there, usually when you
lest expect it, there are
extremely cunning individuals
well skilled in the art of motorcycle theft.
Which means one day you
may gaze into a very very
vacant space – the one your
motorcycle once occupied but
now doesn’t.
However, NRMA (National
Roads
and
Motorists’
Association) are determined
that your pride and joy will
always be with you. They are
now in the final stages of
developing a crash detection
device that doubles as a high
tech anti-theft tracking gadget.
The organisgation’s CEO
Rob Carter said the device,
which contains an on-board
satellite-tracking sensor sends
a signal back to a 24-hour call
centre when a motorcycle is
involved in a crash or is stolen.
Testing involves a ‘real life’
trial to ensure the reliability of
the system under normal conditions, he said.
“We can accurately locate a

motorcycle that has crashed
and instantly send ambulances
and police to attend the scene.”
With the device taking more
than 12 months to develop and
so far costing the NRMA
$50,000 plus a grant of $70,000
from AustRoads, Mr Carter
said the device’s retail price
and when it would be available
is still undecided.
But with most motorcyclists
carrying mobile phones and
usually riding with other bikers, chances are they could dial
000 and be rescued just as
quick.
So it could be the device’s
anti-theft benefits that are of
the greatest interest to motorcyclists.
“Motorcycles are very
portable and are much easier to
steal and conceal than other
vehicles,’’ Mr Carter said.
As a tip for those who can’t
afford insurance, a flash bike or
a high tech anti-theft gadget,
there are other deterrents that
are just as effective.
Not many thieves can get
past a braided steel cable wire
lock secured to the bike’s frame
and locked onto a solid object
such as a beam, pole or tree
when parked on the street.
And for the overly cautious,
you can use a high-tensile steel
D-bolt cemented into your
garage floor when at home.

Crash detection device designed to also outsmart thieves. NRMA tests
their new gadget.

MAYBE you’re not entirely convinced the NRMA gadget
would deter some of society’s more intelligent motorcycle
thieves. To allay your fears, the following questions were
put to Mr Alan Finlay, Manager, Intelligent Transport
Systems, National Roads and Motorists’ Association
Limited (NRMA):
1. Does the device still work if the motorcycle is ridden
into an underground carpark ... by thieves who then
may remove the device and load the bike into a van?
There will be no satellite coverage in an underground car
park, but the device will store the ‘last known location’ that is the location a which the satellite signal was lost.
2. How easy is it for thieves to remove the device from a
motorcycle?
The device will be installed as covertly as possible and will
use all black wiring. It is intended to use tamper switches
to detect any disturbance of the device, as well as conventional alarm components to draw attention to any attempted theft.
3. Can the radio signal be interfered with or blocked
electronically?
Any radio communications signals can be blocked or
jammed to some degree, but our experience with NRMA
CarCom - intelligent security and information services for
motor vehicles - suggests such a practice would be very
unlikely.

Your Motorcycle Insurance Specialists

Western QBE will protect you with a power of advantages, including price!

Our Power of Protection

Our Power Of Experience

Western QBE appreciates that you have a highly individual and valuable
lifestyle to protect because we're not only an international general
insurance group, we're also one of Australia's largest and longest serving
motorcycle insurance specialists.

For over 30-years, Western QBE have been providing specialist
motorcycle insurance. We're way out in front because we listen and heed
what you say through our ongoing customer surveys, detailed
questionnaires and holding discussion groups with riders of all ages and
lifestyles. This enables us to tailor-make policies to suit you.

We've always believed good riders deserve better insurance at
preferential prices. And that's exactly what we give them - powerful
protection, flexible options, range of discounts, prompt service and
quality claims settlement.

Our power of experience has you safely covered from every angle.

Choice
We're available to you direct, or through your authorised dealer. List all
your specifics such as average kilometres ridden each year, the number
and type of bikes you own, secure parking, no claims history, company
car and the like, then phone us for a quote or our list of authorised
dealers. Free call 1800 24 34 64.

QBE Insurance (Australia) Limited
Trading as Western QBE Insurance
ABN 78 003 191 035

F r e e C a l l 1800 24 34 64

Call us today and you could start saving straight away. After all, it's not just your bike we protect, it's your lifestyle.

